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A: ANSWER: You can use the decompiler provided with the sqlite3 tool which can read the binary file of the database and give you the string for it. I am
assuming that the font you are using is that of the Faronics Insight application. You can open the.diz file in the faronics-insight-full-version-

crack-20-work and faronics-insight-full-version-crack-20-work from the python decompiler. Thanks to @AKSW (see comment below) for this answer!
ADDENDUM: I agree with him that there is no one-stop solution to this problem. I was not aware that SQLite is available for Windows, so I had never

seen this approach to opening encrypted files. And the @AKSW approach worked on my Windows box, so I believe it is the better approach. I would still
like to know of a better one-stop solution. For now, the answer is to use the following python script, which will open the encrypted file for you on

Windows. As described by @AKSW, you need to have the *sqlite3* package available on your Windows box. import sqlite3 def main(): # open the script
and get the filename filename = 'C:/Users/user/Desktop/myfile.diz' # open the database conn = sqlite3.connect('myfile.db') cursor = conn.cursor() # open

the file with open(filename, 'rb') as f: # read the contents of the file into a variable contents = f.read() cursor.execute(contents) # close the database
connection conn.commit() conn.close() if __name__ == "__main__": main() NOTE: The script assumes that the database filename is stored in a variable
called 'filename'. If you wish to run the script in Python editor instead of from the command line, make sure that the database filename is passed to the

script, as shown in the comments below. Also, you need to have Python editor (not Python) open. Clinical 1cb139a0ed
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